CH. KUMASAN’S FIDDLER OF ASTAFIEV, UD

Dog
Sable and White
Whelped 5-14-1979
Bred by Anne & Vernon Dill

Owner: Ms. Kelly Ray
Augusta, GA

Ch. Conamor Count Tauskey, CD
Ch. Majenkir Apollonian Tsar
Ch. Tanya Majenkir of Kalevala, CD
Ch. Majenkir Pastel Portrait
Shadybrook Swan of Wilolea
Ch. Majenkir Apollonian Tsar
Ch. Majenkir’s Taras Shevchenko
Shadybrook Swan of Wilolea

Sire: Ch. Astafiev Majenkir Masterpiece

Dam: Ch. Kumasan’s Cortada
Ch. Conamor Count Tauskey, CD
Ch. Conamor Lady Krista of High Hope
Conamor Berbeg Sheba